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W E L C O M E

We are in an era where ESG –  
environmental, social and 
governance – issues are dominating 
the news headlines and everyday 
conversations. From climate  
change and biodiversity, to 
employee wellbeing and diversity 
and inclusion, these concerns  
are front of mind and influencing 
our behaviours.

Stakeholders from all walks of life 
are demanding action and greater 
accountability: consumers are 
asking questions about what they 
buy and where it comes from; 
employees want to know that the 
companies they work for are acting 
responsibly; and governments are 
introducing legislation requiring 
companies to take action. 

A new 
opportunity 
for business

And investors are increasingly 
factoring ESG into their decision 
making when considering whether 
to part with their money. They are 
demanding greater transparency 
from companies around their 
approach, commitments and 
performance on ESG issues.

It is not enough for businesses 
to solely deliver financial 
performance. They also need to 
consider their broader impacts on 
the environment, employees and 
communities and demonstrate  
how they are addressing these  
issues and making a positive 
contribution to society.

“ Sustainable investment assets 
grew to $35.3 trillion globally  
in 2020”
BloombergQuint

“ Whether the cause is new 
disclosure requirements, 
stakeholder scrutiny, climate 
risk, or green growth 
opportunities, at some point, 
ESG issues will bring leaders 
to the heart of their strategy”
‘Are you ready for the ESG revolution?’ PwC

https://www.bloombergquint.com/onweb/-35-trillion-in-sustainability-funds-does-it-do-any-good
https://www.pwc.com/gx/en/issues/esg/esg-revolution.html
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In addition, they need to 
be communicating their 

commitment to ESG across their 
corporate communications, both on 
and offline. Businesses should be 
showing how they consider relevant 
issues in all their decision making 
and how they will build a future-fit 
business model for the benefit  
of people and the planet, as well  
as for profit. 

The aim of this guide is to help 
you understand and navigate the 
constantly evolving ESG landscape 
and develop and communicate an 
approach for your business that 
is tailored to you. Getting ESG 
communications right presents a 
real opportunity for businesses and 
we want to help you seize this with 
both hands to tell your story in a 
clear, credible and consistent way. 

Rachel Crossley
Director, Stakeholder 
Communications 

1. Clear
Make it accessible and don’t 
overcomplicate it! When it 
comes to communications, 
simplicity is often the best 
approach.

2. Credible
Keep it authentic. Your communications should 
feel real to your business and represent what 
you stand for and who you are.

3.  Consistent
Join the dots. Ensure your story is consistent and 
connected across your communications to achieve  
a cohesive message.

Our three core  
communications principles
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What’s in  
a name?
The first step is understanding exactly what we 
are talking about. ESG, sustainability, responsible 
business, corporate social responsibility (CSR) 
– the different terms can create real confusion. 
Companies, investors and the media use a range 
of labels – often to discuss the same things. But 
there’s also important nuance in the terminology.

ESG
While now used in a range of contexts, 
ESG has traditionally been an investor-
specific term. Investors and other 
interested stakeholders are looking for 
transparency around how a business is 
managing its operations ethically and 
responsibly. The mindset has historically 
been one of risk and ensuring no  
harm but now ESG metrics are used  
in reporting by companies to show  
their progress. 

Sustainability
Sustainability is the strategic approach 
a business takes to address social 
and environmental challenges and 
opportunities. Sustainability is also 
commonly used in reporting and 
although it covers E, S and G issues 
as a broad term, it can often be 
misconstrued to reflect environmental 
issues alone.

Responsible business 
Responsible business is about 
embedding responsible practices at  
all levels of an organisation, working to 
keep the onus firmly on the company 
and the positive steps it is taking to 
remain accountable and responsible 
in its operations. It is all encompassing 
of the relevant issues – environmental, 
social and governance – and this 
contributes to its rise in popularity  
as a term.

CSR
Use of the term corporate social 
responsibility is fading. Although it 
technically relates to the same world as 
sustainability, things have become more 
sophisticated since it was first used, with 
company understanding having moved 
on from ‘cheques and charity events’ to 
strategic consideration of ESG within 
business practices.

T H E  T E R M I N O L O G Y
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As companies grapple with terminology and 
exactly what they need to be addressing and 
communicating, it is important to also understand 
the regulations and requirements that surround 
ESG. Disclosures around climate risk, carbon 
emissions, equal pay and human rights are now 
mandatory, so knowledge of the requirements 
forms the foundation for clear, credible and 
consistent communications.

The 
regulations 
driving 
change

R E G U L AT I O N  A N D  L E G I S L AT I O N

Upcoming requirements 
Corporate Sustainability Reporting  
Directive (CSRD) 
The EU Commission is looking to expand the existing 
reporting requirements of the Non-Financial Reporting 
Directive through the adoption of CSRD, expected in 
2023. This directive is currently under consultation but 
will extend the scope of reporting, require assurance of 
reported information and more detailed disclosure based 
on mandatory EU sustainability standards.



What’s changed in 2020?
• No new principal risks

• 1 risk has increased

• Biggest influences on risks over the year have been 

 – Brexit uncertainty 

 – COVID-19

Principal risks and uncertainties

When we look at risks, we specifically 

consider the effects they could have on 

our business model, our culture and  

our long-term strategic objectives. 

These are set out on pages 12 to 21, 

and we encourage you to refer to 

them as you read this section. 

We consider both short and long-

term risks within a timeframe of up 

to three years.

ESG and Climate-related risks 
We have always included ESG and 

climate-related risks as part of 

our existing risk identification and 

management process. 

There are climate-related risks on our 

operational risk registers but at present 

there are none which we consider to be 

principal risks. We have two principal 

risks which are ESG-related; Health & 

Safety and Loss of key personnel.

ESG strategy and risk management

An effective ESG strategy will help us 

to manage our risk profile and reduce 

our principal risk exposures over time. 

In 2020, as part of the Strategic Review 

of ESG across the business (on pages 

52 to 53) we completed a review of our 

inherent ESG and climate-related risk 

areas and considered how they link to 

our principal risks. 

Task Force on Climate-related 

Financial Disclosures

TCFD reporting is important to effective 

ESG and climate risk management. It 

will also help us to meet the growing 

stakeholder demand to understand 

both how climate change could affect 

Howdens and the effects that our 

operations could have on the climate. 

In 2020 we have taken the first steps on 

our roadmap to TCFD reporting, which 

we set out below.

The risk management process 
The main steps in the process are set out below:

• Functional Management review 

their risks regularly, to update their 

Operational Risk Register. They 

assess the likelihood and impact 

each risk could have on the business 

if not managed, identify what 
mitigations are in place to establish 

how much risk remains and discuss 

future mitigation strategies, where 

appropriate. They do this on both a 

top-down and a bottom-up basis.

• The Group Key Risk Report is formed 

of our most significant risks from 

across the entire business and 

gives an overview of how our risk 

profile is changing, how risks are 

being managed currently and future 

mitigation plans for review.

• The Executive Committee then 

review the Group Key Risk Report 

to assess any changes to our risk 

profiles. They also identify the 

risks that they are managing at a 

Group level. They then develop risk 

appetites and future mitigation 

plans for the Board to review.

• The Board challenge and agree 

the Group key risks, appetites and 

mitigation strategies twice yearly 

and use this information to determine 

the Group’s principal risks. The risk 

process is defined by the Board and 

set out in the Group Risk Charter. The 

Charter was approved by the Board 

in 2020 and sets out the Board’s 

expectations for how the Executive 

Committee manages risk, interprets 

risk appetites and what is reported to 

the Board. 

• The Group Risk Department 
facilitates the identification and 

evaluation of risks, providing 
independent appraisal and guidance 

across the Group. 

The principal risks are also taken into 

account in the Board’s consideration of 

Long-Term Viability, as described in the 

Group Viability Statement on page 63.

Our approach to risk

Bottom-up 
risk assessment

Operational 
risk registers

Key risk  
report

Principal  
risks

Assess risk profile 
Identify Group risks

Sets risk appetite 
and reviews profile

Top-down 
risk assessment

Develop  
risk appetite & 

mitigation plans

Risk department: facilitate identification & evaluation of risk

Board

Board

Challenges risks and 
mitigation plans

Executive Committee

Executive CommitteeFunctional Management

Functional Leaders

Risk department: provide independent appraisal & guidance

Roadmap for Howdens introduction of TCFD reporting 2021–2022

Area 2020 Progress 2021 Priority 2022 Priority

Governance Established our TCFD 

governance framework  

and executive oversight

Develop our TCFD 

reporting mechanisms

Continue to develop  

our TCFD reporting

Strategy Established our Climate 

Change strategy and agreed 

with the Group Board

Confirm Board Risk 

Appetite for climate risk

Risk 

Management

Conducted a group wide 

inherent risk assessment  

and reviewed risk register  

for risk gaps

Address any risk gaps in 

our registers and identify 

risk appetite 

Metrics and 

Targets

Identify key areas and 

established responsibility  

for metrics and targets

Identify appropriate 

metrics for key climate 

risks

Establish mechanisms for 

monitoring and reporting 

metrics and targets

Risk appetite
‘Risk appetite’ describes the amount of 

risk we are willing to tolerate, accept or 

seek. Our risk appetite is determined by 

the nature of the risk and how that risk 

could affect us. 

We have a higher appetite for risks that 

present us with a clear opportunity for 

reward, and we actively seek out those 

that provide the greatest opportunities. 

We have some appetite for risks with a 

possible opportunity for reward. With 

these risks, we carefully balance our 

mitigation efforts with our view of the 

possible rewards. 

We have a very low appetite or 

tolerance for risks that only have 

negative consequences, particularly 

when they could adversely impact 

health & safety, our values, culture or 

business model. We aim to eliminate 

these risks with our mitigation efforts. 

Emerging risks
Emerging risks are considered by the 

business and risk management team in 

every risk review. 

We use both internal expertise and 

external resources to identify emerging 

issues and their potential impact. 

Where appropriate, emerging risks are 

escalated to the Executive Committee 

and Board as part of our regular 

risk reporting.
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Environmental 
Task Force on Climate-related Financial 
Disclosures (TCFD)
The TCFD recommendations focus on the potential future 
impacts of climate change on your business and the 
strategies you are putting in place to manage these. It 
should all align with your broader approach to managing 
climate change. Engaging leadership is crucial as the 
process requires risk and scenario planning and the 
development of metrics to measure performance. Currently 
only a requirement for premium listed companies, it will be 
extended to cover other listed, AIM and private companies.

Streamlined Energy and Carbon  
Reporting (SECR)
SECR requires companies to disclose energy and carbon 
emissions in the directors’ report. It applies to quoted 
companies, as well as unquoted who meet certain criteria. 
The exact disclosure requirements vary, but essentially 
cover Scope 1 and 2 GHG (greenhouse gas) emissions, 
emissions intensity ratio and global energy use. Although 
still voluntary, Scope 3 disclosure is highly recommended. 

Social
Gender pay gap reporting
A legal requirement for companies of 250 or more 
employees, gender pay gap legislation requires 
organisations to report on the difference between the 
average earnings of men and women in the workforce, 
across six metrics.

Modern slavery statement 
If four criteria are met, a company is required to produce a 
modern slavery statement that sets out the steps they take to 
prevent modern slavery in their business and their supply chains. 
These requirements and recommendations are constantly 
evolving. Compliance is not a static process and requires 
companies to monitor and update their disclosures regularly. 

Howdens 
Annual Report 

2020 p38–39
View the full 

report (PDF)

Alliance Pharma  
modern slavery 
statement
View the 
website

https://www.howdenjoinerygroupplc.com/docs/librariesprovider25/archives/annual-reports/2020-annual-report.pdf#page=21
https://www.howdenjoinerygroupplc.com/docs/librariesprovider25/archives/annual-reports/2020-annual-report.pdf#page=21
https://www.alliancepharmaceuticals.com/our-policies/modern-slavery/
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E X T E R N A L  F R A M E W O R K S

There are a large number of frameworks that 
can help companies shape and enhance their 
approach to ESG disclosure. While it might be 
difficult to know at first glance which is right for 
you – there are also a number of industry-specific 
frameworks – these are the most commonly 
adopted frameworks and initiatives. 

The frameworks 
supporting 
disclosure

SASB (The Value Reporting Foundation) 
SASB is a set of 77 industry standards, which identifies the 
minimal set of financially material sustainability topics and 
their associated metrics for the typical company in an industry. 
Becoming the most widely used and recommended by the FRC.

GRI (Global Reporting Initiative) 
Regarding the material economic, social and environmental 
impacts (33 topics with disclosure requirements) of a business 
on sustainable development. One of the most widely used 
globally but very resource intensive.

36%
of AIM 100 companies 
reference the SDGs in 
their 2020 reporting

‘Seeing a bigger picture’ 
Emperor’s AIM 100  
reporting research

SDGs (UN Sustainable Development Goals) 
Although not a framework, the SDGs are a valuable initiative 
supporting progress. The SDGs are 17 global goals that 
address sustainability challenges, underpinned by 169 targets 
aiming to transform the world by a 2030 deadline. Widely 
used by businesses and an appealing visual tool but caution 
is needed and cherry picking to be avoided as it can come 
across as greenwashing.

https://emperor.works/insights/aim-100-reporting-seeing-a-bigger-picture/
https://emperor.works/insights/aim-100-reporting-seeing-a-bigger-picture/
https://emperor.works/insights/aim-100-reporting-seeing-a-bigger-picture/
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Your roadmap  
to enhanced
communications

O U R  A D V I C E

Until recently, many AIM and small cap companies, 
especially those in traditional low impact sectors, have 
done little in the way of disclosure on ESG issues. This 
was often because they believed it was not something 
that particularly affected them.
But this has changed. The dramatic shift in stakeholder expectations and global trends 
means inaction is no longer an option. These companies need to start developing a more 
formal approach to ESG, embedding it across their organisation and communicating their 
plans and commitments to their stakeholders. This may seem daunting – particularly for 
those who may be starting from scratch – but there are some key steps that can make a 
big difference and set you on your way.

Define your ambition
Before you start, it is important to understand your ambitions in this  
area as a business and ensure there is internal alignment on what you 
want to achieve.

Questions to consider:
  What do you want to achieve?
  Where can you have the biggest impact?  
  What’s a realistic timeframe?

Begin with the basics
Start by determining your material issues – consider what issues are most 
important to you as a business and most relevant to your stakeholders.

Questions to consider:
  What issues present the greatest risks now and in the future? 
  What issues are your stakeholders asking you about? 
  What do you currently have in place around ESG?

of companies identify 
their material issues in 

their reporting

52%
‘Seeing a bigger picture’ 

Emperor’s AIM 100  
reporting research

https://emperor.works/insights/aim-100-reporting-seeing-a-bigger-picture/
https://emperor.works/insights/aim-100-reporting-seeing-a-bigger-picture/
https://emperor.works/insights/aim-100-reporting-seeing-a-bigger-picture/
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Sustainable.  
Responsible.  
Good.
“Studio’s purpose is to make more affordable and to make more possible, and 
this shapes our ESG plans. Our newly created Sustainable, Responsible, Good 
plan strives to ensure we run Studio in the most sustainable and responsible 
way whilst maintaining our value proposition and operating our unique 
business model that our customers value.

We will balance our profits with protecting our planet whilst doing right by our 
customers, colleagues and wider stakeholders. We are putting our focus and 
emphasis on the areas where we can make the most positive difference – 
helping people to thrive and being there for them through thick and thin.”

Paul Kendrick

CEO

Our sustainability plan

Developing our 
sustainability strategy
We wanted to better understand 
our key environmental and 
societal impacts, and improve our 
sustainability performance. That 
meant taking a fresh look at what 
matters and how we do things.

We commissioned a third party 
agency to conduct a rigorous 

materiality assessment to identify 
our critical material issues. 
Extensive research was carried out 
to ensure a wide range of topics 
related to the business and the 
wider industry were captured and 
considered. 

We then reached out to almost 
800 customers and a core group 
of colleagues and senior leaders to 
understand which issues were 

most important to them. This 
included surveys, focus groups 
with customers and with 
employees, and one-to-one 
interviews with key members of 
the leadership team.

Using the research findings and 
stakeholder feedback, we had a 
clear picture of the issues that 
matter to the Group and used 
these to build our new strategy.

1 Mental health and 
employee wellbeing

2 Training and career 
development

3 Health and safety

4 Diversity and inclusion

5 Human rights

6 Charitable giving

7 Engaging with customers 
and colleagues

8 Supporting deprived 
communities 

9 Creating job opportunities

10 Energy and climate 
change 

11 Waste and recycling 

12 Sustainable packaging

13 Labour practices

14 Resource use (energy, 
emissions and raw 
materials) 

15 Product life cycle and 
circular economy

16 Responsible sourcing

17 Data privacy and security 

18 Sustainability governance 
and management

19 Responsible lending

Our material issues

Materiality Matrix

Importance to Studio
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Charitable giving (6)

Understanding our 
customers (7)

Creating 
opportunities (8, 9)

Sustainability 
governance and 

management (18)

Supporting and 
protecting our 
customers (17)

Responsible lending (19)

Colleague mental 
health, wellbeing and 

safety (1,3)

Culture and values (7)

Learning and 
development (2)

Diversity  
and inclusion (4)

Labour practices and 
human rights (13,5)

Environmental  
impact (16)

Product life cycle and 
circular economy (15)

Energy and climate 
change (10, 14)

Sustainable  
packaging (12, 14)

Waste and  
recycling (11)
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Sourcing responsibly

Sustainability governance
Among the reasons for developing and 
committing to a new sustainability strategy was 
the need to ensure our focus on sustainability 
issues was matched by proper executive 
oversight and Board-level accountability. Each of 
the SRG plan’s five pillars has an executive 
sponsor from the senior management team. 

Progress against the plan has been added as a 
rolling agenda item for every Board meeting, 
with performance to be reviewed in more detail 
twice a year. We are also investing in additional, 
dedicated resource to support the delivery of the 
plan and hold management to account.

Our sustainability framework
Our new sustainability framework, the SRG plan, 
is based on the material issues identified and 
puts our focus and emphasis on the areas where 
we can make the most positive difference. 

Underpinned by our purpose, our responsibility 
as one of the region’s biggest employers, and our 

culture and values, we have laid out our 
commitment to balancing our profits with 
protecting our planet, and doing right by our 
customers, colleagues and wider stakeholders. 

These commitments are captured in the SRG 
plan’s five pillars and their focus areas:

The numbers reference the relevant material issues from our materiality matrix.
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Helping people 
thrive

We want to support those who have 
less by helping them to thrive, and do 
good by fundraising for charitable 
causes that are close to our customers’ 
and colleagues’ hearts.

We want to better understand our customers and their 
needs, what they can afford, their ability to repay and 
how we can help, and ensure their voice shapes our 
strategy and responses.

Making a difference to people’s lives by playing a part in 
Lancashire’s regeneration is important to us. We are 
passionate about creating opportunities for young and 
disadvantaged adults in deprived communities and 
helping to keep digital skills in Lancashire.

Progress in FY21

Helping our customers and communities has 
been a priority throughout the pandemic. We’ve 
introduced new ways to communicate with our 
customers and are doing more than ever to help 
the region we’re proud to call home. We have 
also selected Homestart as our national charity 
partner for FY22 and will be developing initiatives 
to fundraise and support them this year.

Charitable giving
Charity has long been central to what we stand 
for and during a tough year for charities we’ve 
given over £50,000 in cash and product to a 
range of causes including:

• Mind – We donated £11,000 to Lancashire 
Mind.

• Local Hospices – We donated £22,000 to two 
hospices, Derian House Children’s Hospice and 
Dr Kershaw’s Hospice.

• NHS – We donated 10% of sales of all Rainbow 
and Heart products to the NHS Charities 
Together over a two-week period and donated 
thousands of towels and pillowcases to NHS 
hospital trusts across Lancashire.

• North-west Schools – We delivered over 20,000 
stationery, home learning and technology 
resources including laptops to pupils at schools 
in and around Accrington.

Understanding our customers
We actively engage with over 500 customers on 
a regular basis, to help us to better understand 
what our customers want. We have regular 
check ins on how we are performing, what we 
can do to better support their needs and to test 
new marketing and product ideas. During the 
pandemic, these community threads and polls 
were increased. The customer insights we 
gather are widely shared and feed into our 
strategic decision making. 

As part of our customer commitment, we are 
about to launch Pulse. Pulse is an ongoing 
programme of customer research that will allow 
us to better understand what our customers 
need, and how we can better serve them. Pulse 
will be in place for H2 and FY22, and will give us 
a quarterly view of how we’re doing, aligned to 
our overall growth plan, and in the context of 
our competition in the market.

Our sustainability plan  
continued

*  We have recognised climate change as an emerging risk (see our risks section on pages 40 to 43) and our Climate Change Action Plan  
(see page 30) identifies opportunities for Costain to mitigate its carbon footprint as well as influence the footprint of our industry.  
2021 will see us continue to work towards compliance with all four pillars of the TCFD recommendations.

In addition to providing leading edge solutions, operating responsibly and sustainably is a business imperative  
for Costain. Underpinning our commitments to responsible business are 10 actions that all of our people, partners 
and suppliers must factor into their decision-making, helping us to achieve our 2030 ambitions and positively 
contribute to the UN Sustainable Development Goals (UN SDGs). Our commitment is supported by Costain’s 
policies, procedures and enabling strategies and plans (wellbeing, safety and environment (WiiSE), Climate  
Change Action Plan and inclusion strategy).

Create a  
greener future

Ensure Costain is a  
safe, inclusive and  

great place to work, 
where everyone can  

be at their best

Enhance the value that 
Costain contributes to 

society

Leading with our Responsible 
Business Commitments

1.  Always a low or zero carbon solution.

2.  Eliminate waste through circular 
thinking.

3.  Enhance biodiversity, social value 
and natural capital.

4.  Always prioritising the safety of our 
colleagues and members of the public.

5.  Inclusive and accessible to all.

6.  Enable people to be at their best 
everyday.

7.  Work smart and efficiently.

8.  Procure sustainable goods and 
services.

9. Client focused.

10.  Deliver value for our shareholders.

•  Net zero carbon on or before 2035, 
for all operations.

•  Eliminate waste through an active role 
in the circular economy.

•  Net positive biodiversity impact and 
increased natural capital value.

• £29.9m and c543,000 tCO2eq have 
been saved through implementation 
of our Resource Efficiency Matrix in 
2020.

• Certified to PAS2080.

• Launched our Climate Change Action 
Plan to achieve net zero by 2035.

• Reduce plant idling by 20%.

• Our low emissions car fleet will 
achieve a CO2 reduction of 20%.

• 100% of relevant contracts are 
measuring natural capital and 
biodiversity impact to target net gain.

• Our sites will continue to work hard 
in protecting our local environments, 
achieving an environmental incident 
frequency rate of <0.12.

• Continue working towards 
compliance with the Task Force on 
Climate-related Financial Disclosures 
(TCFD) recommendations.*

• Eliminate all harm.

• A gender pay gap of <5% and a 
reduction in our BAME pay gap 
of 50%.

• Demonstrable improvement in 
employee wellbeing as a result of 
being at work.

• Costain named as a Top 100 
Apprenticeship Employer.

• Demonstrating commitment to 
disability inclusion, Costain signed up 
to the Valuable 500.

• A new employee forum ‘Your Voice’ 
was launched to help make Costain  
a great place to work (see page 55).

• Continue to prioritise eliminating 
harm in all we do, which also supports 
achieving an AFR of <0.04.

• Continue to support the Mental Health 
at Work commitment.

• Run quarterly employee wellbeing and 
engagement surveys.

• Have a 100% year-on-year increase  
in inclusion network membership, 
with 50 trained and visible allies  
across the Group.

• Target that female colleagues will make 
up 29% of our employee population.

• Target that BAME colleagues will make 
up 11% of our employee population.

• Spend £1bn with small businesses 
or voluntary, community and social 
enterprises (VCSE).

• Be recognised as a champion for 
human rights.

• Exceed all relevant industry regulatory 
customer satisfaction measures.

• Our alignment to the UN SDGs has 
delivered enhanced shareholder value.

• We donated over 10,000 face masks 
to London community groups to 
support their services.

• Costain signed up to the People 
Matter Charter.

• Over £342m spent with VCSEs and 
small businesses in 2020.

• Support 100 disadvantaged young 
people and 100 under represented 
people to enhance their job ready skills.

• To develop supply chain skills, we will 
transfer 5% of our apprentice levy 
to SMEs.

• Volunteer ≥ 500 hours to support 
COVID-19 recovery initiatives.

• Spend >£100m with small businesses 
and VCSEs with a view to accelerating 
achievement of 2030 goal.

• Report social value outcomes on 100% 
of relevant contracts.

• Have an average Considerate 
Constructors Scheme score of ≥42.

Commitments

Actions

2030 Goals

Our 2020 progress

In 2021 we will…
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Responsible Business

2020

2019

2020 2020

2019 2019

 £211,000  43.8

£225,100 42.3

2020

2020 2020

2020

20202020

2020

2019

2019 2019

2019

20192019

2019

 16,216

 16.52

 0.14 14,970

1,246

14,748

2019: 0.05

11.37

0.1212,697

2,051

Strategic Report | Responsible Business

Our 2020 performance

Improving lives and contributing to the UN SDGs:

Create a greener future

Ensure Costain is a safe, inclusive and great place to work, where everyone can be at their best

• Formation of Disability & Wellbeing network.

• Costain recognised as a Times Top 50 Employer for Women for third consecutive year.

• Our best ever All Accident Frequency Rate (AAFR) of 0.44.

• Representing a 34% year-on-year reduction and our best ever safety performance.

*  In 2020, we began reporting both Renewable Energy Guarantees Origin (REGO) and non-REGO consumption in our Scope 2 emissions. We have restated our 2019 
total and Scope 2 emissions to include REGO and non-REGO consumption, allowing direct comparison to 2020 emissions.

**  Our Scope 1 emissions increase is a direct impact of increased gas oil and diesel consumption due to several projects entering their delivery phase during the 
reporting period. This (and our reduced revenue in 2020) has impacted our Emissions Intensity. Our Climate Change Action Plan sets out the clear steps we are taking 
to reduce our whole lifecycle footprint.

Enhance the value that Costain contributes to society

• 200th SME completed the Costain Supply  
Chain Academy.

• Since launching in 2014, the Costain Supply Chain 
Academy has delivered over £700k of social value  
to 208 SMEs and reached over 5,800 people.

Group charitable giving 

£211,000

Spend with SMEs 

43% 2020   37% 2019

Considerate Constructors Scheme 
(CCS) average score

43.8 out of 50

• Costain has the third highest average 
Considerate Constructors Scheme score  
for any construction related business. 

• Over 14,000 individual students engaged  
with our careers resources via the online 
platform Start.

• Proud Patrons of the Prince’s Trust, holding 
virtual site tours.

• Four colleagues supporting Business in  
the Community in regional leadership  
board roles.

CO2 data  
CO2 emissions (tCO2e)

16,216 total*

Diversity and inclusion 
Equality, diversity and inclusion

Accident Frequency Rate 
(AFR)

0.03

  
Board members

3 male   4 female

  
Senior Management

23 male   10 female

Emissions intensity (tCO2e/£m) 

16.52 **

Environmental Incident Frequency Rate 
(EIFR)

0.14

 

14,970 Scope 1 (tCO2e) in ‘000s**

 

1,246 Scope 2 (tCO2e) in ‘000s*

43%74% 70%57%26% 30%

57%75% 75%43%25% 25%

In 2020, we launched our Climate Change Action Plan (see page 30). Our plan tackles the whole life carbon cycle footprint, addressing and eliminating our Scope 1, 

2 and 3 emissions with a key focus on materials; specifically concrete, steel and aggregates. Our emissions data is calculated in line with the GHG Protocol and is 

third party accredited under CEMARS by Achilles. 100% of our emissions are incurred in the UK. 

Scope 1 – all direct emissions from the activities of an organisation or under their control.

Scope 2 – indirect emissions from electricity purchased and used by the organisation.

Scope 3 –  all other indirect emissions from activities of the organisation, occurring from sources that we do not own or control. For example, our clients' and supply  
chain Scope 1 emissions.

2,302 male 815 female
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Get the right people on board
Consider who will be responsible for developing your approach.  
Board-level buy-in and oversight will be key to building and delivering  
a successful ESG strategy.

Questions to consider:
  Who do you need in the room to get the job done?
  Who is responsible for each area?
  How do you ensure a joined up approach? 

Hatch a plan
Develop a clear approach to ESG, which sets out your focus areas and 
commitments. Ensure this ties into your broader corporate strategy as  
the two should complement one another.

Questions to consider:
  How do you plan to achieve your ESG ambitions? 
  How does this relate to your broader business goals? 
  Do you have a roadmap to achieve these goals?

Measure progress
Set defined, measurable targets for the short, medium and long term.  
This will help make your commitments tangible, allow you to measure 
progress year on year and highlight where greater focus is needed.

Questions to consider:
  What data do you already have? 
  Can you align your targets to your company purpose?
  Are your targets ambitious but also realistic? 

Start the conversation
Once you have a plan, engaging with your employees is key to  
getting internal buy-in, embedding your approach and starting  
to change behaviours.

Questions to consider:
  What is the best way to reach your employees?
  How can you engage them on ESG issues? 
  Can you appoint ‘champions’ to drive internal support?

Studio Retail 
annual report 
2021 p32–34
View the full 

report (PDF)

Costain  
annual report  
2020 p28–29

View the full 
report (PDF)

WeTransfer 
responsible 

business report
View the website

https://www.studioretail.group/content/3-investor-centre/5-shareholder-centre/agm-documents-2021/SRG-Annual-Report-Accounts-2021.pdf#page=34
https://www.studioretail.group/content/3-investor-centre/5-shareholder-centre/agm-documents-2021/SRG-Annual-Report-Accounts-2021.pdf#page=34
https://www.costain.com/media/599368/costain-group-plc-annual-report-accounts-2020-final-web-ready-pdf.pdf#page=30
https://www.costain.com/media/599368/costain-group-plc-annual-report-accounts-2020-final-web-ready-pdf.pdf#page=30
https://responsibility.wetransfer.com/downloads/64243ec6efa4d30c6336e3609f75c42820210426170237/eead75
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Benchmark 
Holdings 
website
View the 
website

Central Asia Metals 
annual report 
 p4–5
View the full report 
(PDF)
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OUr PUrPOse-DriVen aPPrOaCH
OUr PUrPOse sHaPes OUr BUsiness MODel anD OUr strateGiC DeCisiOns.  
it is UnDerPinneD BY OUr ValUes WHiCH inFOrM tHe BeHaViOUr anD 
stanDarDs eXPeCteD OF all OUr COlleaGUes in tHe BUsiness. tOGetHer 
tHese DeterMine HOW We eMPlOY tHe inPUts tO tHe BUsiness tO iDentiFY 
anD DeliVer OUr iMMeDiate anD lOnG-terM strateGiC OBJeCtiVes anD 
Generate sUstainaBle, lOnG-terM retUrns FOr all OUr staKeHOlDers.

OUR  
VALUES

HealtH  
& saFetY

sUstainaBilitY

eFFiCienCY  
anD innOVatiOn

resPeCt  
anD trUst

OUR  
IMMEDIATE  
STRATEGIC  
OBJECTIVES

FOCUs On saFetY  
anD sUstainaBilitY 

This objective ensures that 
safety and sustainability 
remains a key priority in 
everything that we do.

tarGetinG lOW COst, 
HiGH MarGins

This objective is around  
our focus on low cost 
production which results  
in high margins.

ensUrinG PrUDent 
CaPital allOCatiOn 

This objective focuses on 
CAML’s ability to allocate 
capital efficiently.

OUR  
LONG-TERM 
STRATEGIC 
OBJECTIVE

DeliVerinG 
GrOWtH

Focus on CAML’s 
ability to take 
advantage of 
opportunities to  
grow the business 
through acquisition.

OUR  
ASSOCIATED  
RISKS

DeliVerinG 
ValUe tHrOUGH 
rOBUst risK 
ManaGeMent 

see pages

52-54

HOW  
WE MEASURE  
SUCCESS

MeasUrinG 
sUCCess 
tHrOUGH KPis 

see pages

24-25

OUR  
INPUTS

PeOPle  
anD sKills

resOUrCes

COMMUnitY 
relatiOnsHiPs

inVestMent

OUR  
STAKEHOLDERS

Generating  
long-term 
sustainable  
value for:

eMPlOYees

COMMUnities

inVestOrs

GOVernMents

sUPPliers

OUR  
PURPOSE

To produce base 
metals, which are 
essential for 
modern living, 
profitably in a safe 
and sustainable 
environment for all 
our stakeholders.

BUilDinG a sUstainaBle BUsinessIntegrate ESG into 
the heart of  
your business
Issues relating to the protection of 
our natural world, caring for your 
people and running your business 
responsibly should not sit in 
isolation but are an integral part of 
the future of business. Integrating 
ESG into the key areas of your 
business such as your corporate 
strategy, business model, risk and 
governance demonstrates a fully 
considered and authentic approach. 

Add credibility 
with external 
frameworks
Voluntary frameworks and 
initiatives (see page 6) can serve 
as useful tools to support and 
shape your ESG approach and 
are frequently used by analysts, 
investors and ratings agencies 
to gauge and compare your 
ESG performance. Understand 
which frameworks and/or internal 
benchmarks your investors are 
using, prioritise those that will help 
you to progress your business goals 
and provide transparent disclosure 
of your progress.  
 
 

Communicate  
your strategy  
and progress 
Take a multi-channel approach when 
communicating ESG strategy and 
performance. Make the most of your 
annual report and website to tell your 
sustainability story to your different 
audiences and maximise the value of 
your content. Social media, investor 
presentations and videos are all great 
assets for getting your narrative 
across. Ensure your communications 
are balanced, talking about the 
challenges as well as the highlights. 
Different stakeholders engage with 
content in different ways and you 
need to be proactive to reach them all.

Once you have decided on your approach, targets 
and plan for implementation, the next step is to 
begin embedding ESG within your business and 
communicating your message more broadly. 

The trick is not to attempt too much at once but to acknowledge this is a journey,  
get the foundations in place then begin to enhance your communications as you go.

Unlocking your  
full potential

https://www.benchmarkplc.com/sustainability/
https://wp-centralasiametals-2020.s3.eu-west-2.amazonaws.com/media/2021/04/29120528/CAML-2020-Annual-Report.pdf#page=4
https://wp-centralasiametals-2020.s3.eu-west-2.amazonaws.com/media/2021/04/29120528/CAML-2020-Annual-Report.pdf#page=4
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A long-term 
commitment
to better business
As we have seen, there’s a lot to consider when it comes to 
developing your approach to ESG and we recognise that it 
can feel slightly overwhelming at times. But you don’t have 
to do it all at once, it’s a long-term commitment. 

Once you have put the foundations in place, you’ll be 
able to evolve your approach and create an authentic and 
consistent narrative that tells your sustainability story. This 
not only supports you in meeting increasing stakeholder 
demands for greater transparency but also allows you 
to make the most of the opportunity ESG presents to 
demonstrate your business is fit for the future.
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Let’s talk
We understand how challenging it is for companies to 
navigate the complex issues and challenges of today.

Our expert team provides insight into trends and 
developments across corporate and sustainability 
disclosure, and supports our clients to develop an 
engaging corporate narrative.

We help businesses to connect and engage with their 
stakeholders and turn ambition into success through the 
power of clear, credible and consistent communications.

emperor.works

Get in touch and let’s talk about your ambitions.

Rachel Crossley
Director, Stakeholder 
Communications

rachel.crossley@emperor.works

Harriet Palmer
Consultant

harriet.palmer@emperor.works

https://emperor.works/
mailto:rachel.crossley%40emperor.works?subject=
mailto:harriet.palmer%40emperor.works?subject=

